Proceedings of the meeting, held on 11th July, 2019, to review the preparation of Maulana Mazharul Haque Arabic & Persian University, Patna to organize a National Level Seminar

A meeting under the Chairmanship of Shri Vivek Kumar Singh, Principal Secretary to H.E. the Chancellor, was convened on 11th July, 2019 with the Vice-Chancellor, Registrar and Officers of MMHA&PU to assess preparation of the University to convene a National Level Seminar. The Vice-Chancellor MMHA&PU informed that the University proposed to organize the National Level Seminar on the role of Arabic, Persian and Urdu language in national integration. Vice-Chancellor informed that the tentative date was the last fortnight of September, 2019 which would be communicated for approval of Hon’ble Chancellor.

VC, MMHA&PU stated that the venue of seminar had not yet been finalized but very soon a decision would be taken at the University level, and communicated. It was also informed that scholars of national repute would be invited in the seminar.

Vice-Chancellor, MMHA&PU informed that the University was considering to hold “Mushaira” in the evening and the conference in the morning and afternoon session.

During the course of interaction, it was informed by the Vice-Chancellor that University was running about 200 Knowledge Resources Centres, out of which 50 Centres were closed as they did not fulfill the criteria laid down by the University while granting permission. The Vice-Chancellor, MMHAPU, Patna was requested to personally ensure that all the Knowledge Resource Centres under his University were running as per
the approved terms and conditions, and to allow admissions in those KRCs only (during the current session), which were genuinely suitable for imparting quality education in such courses.

Vice-Chancellor, MMHA&PU assured that only those Knowledge Resource Centres would be allowed to conduct vocational courses which were competent for running such courses and compliant to the latest terms and conditions laid down by the Education department and any other regulatory authority, in letter and spirit.

The meeting ended with a vote of thanks.

Sd/-

(Vivek Kumar Singh)
Principal Secretary to Governor-cum-Chancellor, Universities of Bihar
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Copy forwarded to:

1. Vice-Chancellor/ Pro Vice-Chancellor/ Registrar, MMHA&PU, Patna, for information & necessary action.
2. Concerned officers of Governor’s Secretariat, Patna./ Shri Bijay Kumar, Tech. Director, NIC for uploading on the website of the Raj Bhavan, Patna / Custodian, Guard file for record keeping.

(Bijay Kumar)
Additional Secretary
Governor’s Secretariat, Bihar, Patna